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The Path Forward
Where are we going?
With a volatile election season over and a new
administration in office, I hear that question a lot lately.
As SCA commemorates 60 years of “building new
generations of conservation leaders,” I’m reminded that over
the past six decades, political figures of every stripe, at every
level, have seen SCA as a powerful and positive catalyst, one
that empowers young leaders who are better able to thrive as
individuals and forge a more sustainable world for all.
If you’re among those who believe these qualities are needed
now more than ever, I hope you’ll carefully read this issue
of The GreenWay. In addition to highlighting the efforts of
dynamic young people who are currently serving the land,
we also showcase the ongoing work of SCA alumni 10, 15
or 20 years or more removed from their initial volunteer
experiences. Now accomplished professionals, they continue
to heed the call of conservation all across America.
Since 1957, SCA has provided tens of thousands of people
with opportunities to grow as they protect our most
cherished landmarks and today, those same people provide
us with hope as we assess the challenges ahead.

JAIME BERMAN MATYAS
President and CEO

Anniversaries such as SCA’s 60th invite celebrations
of milestones past and, in the coming months, we will
periodically acknowledge such moments. But make no
mistake: SCA is far more focused on the future—our shared
future. It stands at the very core of SCA’s mission and no one
is better positioned to affect that future than those who have
willfully set out to create a better life and a healthier planet
for their fellow citizens.
I cannot predict where we are going but I am heartened by
these SCA alumni who are already leading us there.
Before I close, I must sadly recognize the passing of Dr.
Stephen Kellert, a professor at the Yale University School
of Forestry and Environmental Studies and a champion for
connecting humans to the outdoors. Nearly 20 years ago,
Dr. Kellert authored a groundbreaking study which found
that young people who participate in programs such as those
offered by SCA emerge not only as more effective stewards
but also as more productive, creative, and self-confident
leaders.
There can be no better way to honor Dr. Kellert’s memory
than to advance his efforts and expand opportunities for
all people to enjoy the richness of nature. Thank you for
supporting SCA’s vital work.

honoringMLK

MORE THAN 1,200 YOUNG
VOLUNTEERS TURNED OUT

for Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
ConSERVE projects across the U.S.,
sponsored by SCA and American Express.
Participants advanced Dr. King’s legacy of
civic engagement by restoring portions of
Morningside Park in the Harlem section
of New York City, Golden Gate Park
in San Francisco and Anacostia Park in
Washington, DC.

Of the Anacostia project, SCA Event
Coordinator Michael Cronin told The
Washington Post that environmental justice
supports Dr. King’s ideals. “You can’t turn
your backs on low-income communities
when you’re talking environmental issues,”
he said. “Volunteering in general is a
great way to improve character and bring
substance to your life. It fills you with a
sense of purpose.”

Climate Accolades
SCA Hudson Valley AmeriCorps member Sarah Lipuma recently
earned the Judges’ Choice Award at MIT’s Climate CoLab for her
work on the Hudson River Sustainable Shorelines Project.
Sarah, an estuary stewardship educator with the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation, accepted the award
at the CoLab’s annual conference in Cambridge, MA. “It was
amazing!” Sarah says. “Everyone was so energizing and full of
impactful ideas.”
The Sustainable Shorelines Project, selected from nearly 500
submissions, demonstrates how “soft” vegetated slopes are more
effective than concrete and other hard waterfront bulkheads in
protecting against tides, ice, storms and other impacts. Sarah has
since joined the research staff of the Hudson River Foundation.

THESCA.ORG

Sarah and Thomas Malone,
MIT Center for Collective Intelligence
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SCA ALUMNI PRACTICE

SUSTAINABLE
STEWARDSHIP

URBAN RESIDENTS OFTEN AREN’T AWARE
OF THE RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO THEM
OR HOW TO CARE FOR THESE LANDS.
WE NEED TO INCREASE THE
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSCIOUSNESS.
HEATHER DAVIS, SCA ALUMNA

In his New York Times best-seller ‘Four Fish: The Future of the
Last Wild Food,’ author Paul Greenberg regularly refers to his
1988 SCA salmon monitoring internship in Oregon. “In my
three months of stream surveying,” he writes, “I saw one fish.”
Despite spying just a single Chinook, Paul’s observations
informed policies enacted to protect Northwest salmon
populations. SCA volunteers make important contributions
to conservation every day. However, with the arrival of 2017
and SCA’s 60th anniversary, it’s also worth noting the ongoing
impact of the more than 85,000 SCA alumni who remain
devoted to forging a more resilient and sustainable planet.
In researching his book, Paul traveled the globe to examine the
state of the most common fish on today’s menus—salmon, sea
bass, cod, and tuna. After years of decline, he says, “we are the
first generation in five hundred years that has seen an increase
in fish availability in North America.” He credits recent
conservation measures, adding “I can’t help but think there are
SCA volunteers and alumni out there doing the monitoring
and science that are the backbone to this effort.”
One of the world’s leading voices on fish, oceans and
aquaculture, Paul describes his SCA experiences as “extremely
influential. They exposed me to the poetry of ecosystems.
It was an almost a Buddhist, meditative experience.
“But I was really impressed with the way SCA said ‘here’s what
you have to do to go in the field.’ Being alone in nature for
days on end is scary. Over the years, I’ve often been marooned
in remote places, but every time I achieved a sense of peace
that I trace back to SCA.”
Through essays and lectures, Paul passionately advocates
for the conservation of fish spawning areas. “It’s incredibly
important to protect estuaries and spawning streams,” he
states. “Keeping them clean, functioning and reproductivelyhealthy is vital.”
Nearly 30 years after Paul’s summer in Oregon, SCA interns
continue to safeguard the Willamette watershed and, like Paul,
educate others on how they can support our fragile fisheries.
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“LOCAL ACTION INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT”
SCA’s work is not limited to the backcountry, however. SCA
pioneered urban conservation in the mid-1970s and presently
engages youth in city parks nationwide.
Heather Davis interned with SCA in the Bay Area in 2012,
and today is a Los Angeles-based Urban-to-Wild specialist with
The Wilderness Society. “Eighty percent of the country lives
in urban areas,” she states, “and that’s where we’ll find the next
generation of stewards.”
Heather is among the more than 70% of SCA alumni
who continue to work or study in a conservation-related
field. In L.A., she oversees pilot initiatives to increase pubic
engagement and overcome access and transit barriers. “Urban
residents often aren’t aware of the resources available to them
or how to care for these lands,” she says. “We need to increase
the environmental consciousness.
“When I was with SCA in San Francisco,” Heather continues,
“I led a youth program with Parks and Rec and worked
with teachers to move classroom lessons outside and stress
experiential learning. At first, the kids didn’t want to get their
hands dirty. They expected to sit and be talked-at. But it was
amazing to see them open up.”
Heather, who grew up in Compton, CA, is intent on
delivering similarly compelling experiences to area youth.
Some 2,300 miles away, Matt Gray, the newly-installed
Installed chief of sustainability for the City of Cleveland, is
focused on energy efficiency, clean water, tree canopies and
myriad other issues that he says will “redefine what Cleveland
is and what it’s going to be in the future.”
STUDENT CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION

ADVANCING YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
Environmental education is a crucial component of any SCA
program—but it’s not the only one. Research shows that SCA
experiences also foster character traits and leadership skills
that fuel lifelong growth. What’s more, these attributes are
transferable to virtually any field or situation.
In the mid-1980s, Maia Enzer traveled from New York City
to Colorado to join an SCA crew. Building trails at 13,000'
elevation is something she will never forget and always draw on.

Each step of my work has been to help people find
common ground in how to take care of the land,
and put long term needs ahead of short term needs.
MAIA ENZER, SCA ALUMNA

“The physical challenge, the self-reliance, the social setting—
that combination was so powerful,” she says. “We had a guy
from Nebraska, another from Idaho, a woman from New
Hampshire. I grew up around a lot of diversity but had never
met people from other parts of the country. We really clicked.”

Matt Gray was sworn in as Cleveland’s sustainability chief on
January 3rd

Two decades ago, Matt joined an SCA trail crew in Indiana
(“my first time camping”). He served a second summer after
that, and later led five SCA crews. Eventually he earned a
Masters’ in Environmental Science and Policy from Columbia
and worked for the U.S. Energy and State Departments,
developing a deep expertise in climate change adaptation and
energy management.
On climate policy, he says “This is a pretty daunting time with
a lot of uncertainty. But it’s clear that local action is going
to become more and more important, with cities playing an
increasing role.”
Being in his hometown in his new role carries what Matt calls
“special significance,” made even more so by SCA’s growing
presence in the city.
“It’s amazing that SCA is sixty years old,” he says. “To me, that
speaks to its mission and that the organization was structured
to be, well, sustainable. SCA is more relevant than ever. I hope
we get another sixty years.”

Maia has spent her career “advancing the intersection of the
health of the land and the health of the community. SCA
showed me you can’t separate one from the other.” After 20
years with nonprofits, she now coordinates Pacific Northwest
partnerships and community engagement with the US Forest
Service. “Each step of my work,” Maia says, “helps people find
common ground in how to take care of the land and put long
term needs ahead of short term needs.” And the lessons she
learned in Colorado are never far from mind.
“As I sit here talking to you on the phone,” she states, “there’s
a photo on the office wall showing a crew in a boulder field
on exactly the kind of trail I was involved in building.” The
trail, she notes, had to accommodate hikers as well as horses
and withstand all types of weather. “I learned so much about
how to balance conflicting values. We understood it had to be
done right because nobody was coming back to fix it later.”
With the intervening years, Maia also understands how that
month on the mountain came to influence her. “Spending
time in the woods as a kid changes how you think of yourself
in relation to other people and the world. We have to find a
way to connect people to nature and the whole land ethic.”
With so many past SCA volunteers continuing to pursue
that very goal, their cumulative ripple effect is only
gaining momentum in parks, governments, businesses and
neighborhoods in all 50 states. Neither our alumni nor
SCA—even at age 60—are showing signs of slowing down.

See Then-and-Now photos of these SCA alumni at THE SCA.ORG/THENNOW
THESCA.ORG
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supporter

BRIAN HARRINGTON

FORTY YEARS AGO, AS A RESEARCH SCIENTIST WITH THE MANOMET CENTER for Conservation Sciences
in Massachusetts, Brian Harrington made a number of groundbreaking discoveries about Red Knots,
a shorebird that was recently added to the US Fish and Wildlife Service’s threatened species list. At the
same time, Brian also discovered the importance of conservation internships.
Student assistants played an integral role in Brian’s field
studies of migratory birds and the impact of habitat loss along
their seasonal routes. And, he delightedly noted, the interns’
confidence, proficiency and employment prospects all grew
as they gained experience. Some of his students—who today
are recognized as leaders in their fields—published their first
scientific papers while working with Brian.
“WE GOT SOMETHING FROM THEM AND THEY
GOT SOMETHING FROM US,” HE STATES.
That’s why today, Brian is an avid supporter of SCA and the
thousands of internships and volunteer positions we offer to

young people across America each year. To help ensure these
opportunities remain available, Brian and his wife, Martha,
have made a generous donation to SCA through a charitable
gift annuity or, as he calls it, “a long term investment in
young people.”
Brian, who is still active in avian research as Manomet’s
senior scientist emeritus, knows that SCA internships will
enable others to pursue career courses similar to his own and
perhaps even advance his life’s work. At a time when the Red
Knots can use all the help they can get, the impact of Brian’s
philanthropy will be felt for years to come.

Please help advance SCA’s year-round conservation
work with a generous gift today.

Visit thesca.org/tgw
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Corporate Leaders
Line Up to Support SCA
Three leading international businesses have agreed to provide
crucial financial support for SCA’s mission and outreach:

n

n

n

 MERICAN EXPRESS has granted $250,000 to expand
A
SCA ConSERVE volunteer events and underwrite 2017
activities related to our 60th anniversary year. SCA and
American Express are coming off a campaign that engaged
more than 6,500 community volunteers in 19 ConSERVE
projects that improved the resiliency of local parks while
fostering an ethic of grassroots stewardship.
 OCA-COLA is SCA’s newest national partner, also
C
coming in at the $250,000 level. The funding will enable
SCA to create best practice standards for our national
programs and to augment urban initiatives which engage
often-underrepresented youth in cities across the country.
I n addition, BP AMERICA will provide $500,000 for
programs in SCA’s Central Region, including our Chicago
community program and Urban Tree House for K-12
public school students, as well as our corps programs at
Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore and other regional sites.

A Shining Moment
The holiday season has long passed, but SCA alumnus
Dylan Carrejo won’t soon forget it. In December, Dylan
was chosen to introduce then-President Barack Obama at
the lighting of the National Christmas Tree at President’s
Park. As the event coincided with the National Park
Service Centennial, Dylan says organizers were seeking
someone with previous park volunteer experience. His SCA
internship took place at Big South Fork National River and
Recreation Area in Tennessee.
In his remarks, Dylan noted he was representing 25,000
young stewards who are working on public lands
nationwide, and benefitting from opportunities that “give
young people like me a sense of purpose, meaning, and
value.” Then, he welcomed the president.
“It was pretty cool. He hugged me and whispered in my ear
‘I’m so proud of you.’ I’ll always remember that moment.”

New Youth Partner
SCA has joined forces with America’s Promise Alliance, a nationwide coalition of
organizations, communities and individuals dedicated to improving the lives of young
people. The Alliance is focused on five crucial promises: the presence of caring adults in
young people’s lives; safe surroundings to live, learn and grow; healthy starts and healthy
childhoods; an effective education that builds marketable skills; and opportunities to serve
others. America’s Promise also produces research and data that will further inform SCA’s
program and youth development practices.

THESCA.ORG
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The Student Conservation Association (SCA) is America’s
largest and most effective youth conservation service
organization. SCA conserves lands and transforms lives by
empowering young people of all backgrounds to plan, act,
and lead, while they protect and restore our natural and
cultural resources. Founded in 1957, SCA’s mission is to
build the next generation of conservation leaders.
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PROUD MEMBER

ALUMNUS PROFILE:

Daniel Dryburgh
DANIEL DRYBURGH HAS SERVED ON AN
SCA trail crew in Alaska, interned in the Santa Monica
Mountains, and volunteered for SCA’s ConSERVE
projects in New York City. He now sits on the SCA
Alumni Council.
WHAT’S YOUR TOP SCA MOMENT?

I’ll never forget traveling through the streets of
downtown Los Angeles, tracking and studying urban coyote
populations during my internship with the Santa Monica
Mountains National Recreation Area. Urban ecology can no
longer be ignored. We need to acknowledge the fact that we
live in a shared community and take the appropriate steps to
promote safe wildlife interaction.
YOU ALSO WORKED IN DIGITAL MEDIA AS AN INTERN?

Yes. Tasked with managing the park’s social media outlets and
curating online content, I had the opportunity to chronicle two
of the fundamental challenges of modern environmentalism:
equal access and coexistence. It’s incredibly motivating to see
historically underrepresented communities gaining traction in
environmental roles.
AND NOW YOU’RE A MEDIA PROFESSIONAL…

HOW DOES THE ALUMNI COUNCIL FIT INTO
YOUR GOALS?

My role is to lead service events, facilitate enjoyable volunteer
experiences and share my SCA story. By serving our planet
through conservation-based projects, I’m able to connect
with a broad array of community-minded activists while
simultaneously driving sustainable environmental action.
ANY THOUGHTS ON SCA AT 60?

Given the ambiguity of our country’s future environmental
policy, we must embrace localized climate action as a means
to achieving our sustainability goals. As such, my hope is
that people learn about the wide variety of ways they can
make a difference in their local communities through service
with SCA.

I’m the account manager and Global Team lead at GlassView,
a digital advertising start-up based in New York City. I leverage
our product offerings to benefit nonprofits and environmental
action alike.

SUPPORT SCA’S WORK AT THESCA.ORG/TGW

